
What is a Vowel?

1. Which of the words below do not 

contain a vowel letter?

4. Bruno says,

Is he correct? Convince me.

2. Underline the vowels in the words 

below. 

5. Courtney and Umar are discussing the 

vowel sounds of the word below. 

Who do you agree with? Explain why.

3. Circle the words that use the long ‘u’ 

vowel sound in the sentences below. 

A. The students were ready for 

Mr. Undercliffe’s music lesson.

B. It was Lucy’s duty to keep the 

reading corner clean.

C. A rumour was spread that Y5 

do not need to wear their school 

uniform to the school trip.

6. Qasim is thinking of a word. 

The word has at least 6 letters including 

the vowels ‘a’ ‘u’.

Write 3 words that Qasim could be 

thinking of. 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________
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A. early

C. gym

E. trying

B. fly

D. busy

F. shyly

A. disappear B. mention

C. accident D. quarter

E. separate F. pressure

There are an equal number 

of words with the long ‘e’ 

vowel sound and the short 

‘e’ vowel sound. 

fence windy

tree peas

field

check

rhyme

In the word ‘rhyme’, there 

is a long ‘e’ vowel sound 

because it ends with ‘me’.

Courtney

Umar

In the word ‘rhyme’, the 

letter ‘y’ makes the long ‘i’ 

vowel sound.



What is a Vowel?

1. B. fly; C. gym; F. shyly 

2. A. disappear; B. mention; C. accident; D. quarter; E. separate; F. pressure

3. A. students; music; B. Lucy’s; duty; C. rumour; uniform 

4. No, Bruno is incorrect because there are four words with the long ‘e’ vowel sound and 

two words with the short ‘e’ vowel sound. The long ‘e’ vowel words are: windy, field, trees 

and peas. The short ‘e’ vowel words are: fence and check. 

5. Umar is correct because in the word ‘rhyme’ the ‘y’ makes the long ‘i’ vowel sound. 

6. Various answers, for example: caught; natural; popular
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